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Log line:

In a dystopian world where a lack of nature has caused a

deficiency in colour vision, a middle-aged man discovers a

cure to this disease thanks to an anonymous hacker.

Scene 1

INT. BEDROOM. DAY

Location: Dan’s house

This scene gradually fades in due to an artificial lamp being

turned on. It shows Dan waking up due to the artificial light

source. He follows his daily routine by brushing his teeth and

then putting on his suit and tie. Afterwards, Dan enters his

kitchen and prepares his meal of coffee and dehydrated instant

eggs and bacon.  When he finishes eating, he put the dishes in

the dishwasher and turn it on, then he puts on nice business

shoes, picks up his laptop bag and heads out the door to work.
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Scene 2

EXT.STREET.DAY

Dan walks to work on a regular street with no trees or nature

of any kind. During his excursion, his neighbours would greet

him.

NEIGHBOUR 1

Good Morning!

Dan nods to acknowledge them.

NEIGHBOUR 2

Nice day today eh?

Dan nods to acknowledge them.

Once he arrives at his office building, he enters it.

Scene 3

INT.OFFICE.DAY

we reveal Dan by the computer which displays  “Hello Dan

: )” then logs in. He then proceeds to do this daily work

which consists of  typing lines of code, as a programmer.

Dan works in a nearly empty generic cubicle containing

only a laptop.

Scene 4

INT.LUNCH ROOM.DAY
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A clock notifies Dan that it is lunchtime so he heads to

the kitchen and prepares his daily lunch consisting of

instant ramen. The ramen is cooked inside the microwave.

After it is ready, he returns to his desk and eats his

meal expressionlessly .

Scene 5

EXT.OUTSIDE.NIGHT

During the evening, Dan walks home with a boring and

tired look on his face.

Scene 6

INT.LIVING ROOM.NIGHT

Dan puts on VR glasses and loads up “VR-TV.” While

loading, Dan sees an auto pop up, ad that is actually a

hacker placed public service announcement. The video

plays and a hacker displayed on the screen speaks.

HACKER

Hey there guys Billy Bill here! Are you losing your

sense of color or are you having trouble  even

remembering what colours look like? If you are, I’ve got

a solution for you! Get up and get the damn outside the

city and look at all of the nature you are missing out

on! Yeah, I am talking to you! Get outside now! It could

cure you!
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Scene 7 

EXT.OUTSIDE.DAY 

[First person point of view, flashback ] A vivid 

experience of colour and saturation on a forest trail. We 

see the beautiful sky with a few clouds and trees. There 

are red berries fresh and ready to eat. 

Flashback to a forest where the trees are green. 

 

Scene 8 

EXT.OUTSIDE.DAY 

 

Morning time. 

Same routine as getting up in the morning. 

He walks on the street. 

Shows empty desk at work. 

Scene 9  

Dan is at his flashback location. He meticulously analyze 

his surroundings and realizes that it was not much 

different from the flashback he had the other day. He 

runs through the forest with positivity and fervour. 

After an hour, he is tired so he on a bench to watch the 

sunset. It reminds him how wonderful nature is. 

Scene 10 

Dan’s daily morning routine continues; however, he is 

more energetic than positive than before because he can 
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see colours. When he begins to brush his teeth, he 

realizes that his toothbrush and paste has colours. He 

spends a bit of time analyzing before brushing. Before, 

he dress up, he explores in his closet and realizes that 

there are so many colourful clothing, but he wears his 

regular suit because it is what everyone else wears. When 

he is preparing breakfast, he opens all the cabinets and 

looks at all the different types of food he has. He 

notices that he is about to be late to work by staring at 

the clock. He rushes out the door and heads to work with 

a positive look on his face. 

 

 

Scene 11 

During his walk to work, he greets his neighbours with 

positive energetic greeting.  

DAN 

(says to neighbour 1) 

Good morning Ma'am! 

 

DAN 

(says to neighbour 2) 

Good morning Miss! 

 

Rather than receiving replies, Dan receives disgusted, 

unpleasant looks from his neighbours for being different. 
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Scene 12 

After coming home, he realized that his neighbours are 

not friendly with him because he is different. Dan 

realizes that he wants to be the same as everyone else so 

he never goes on an excursion ever again. This results 

the perpetual loss of colour in his vision. Dan decides 

to return to his regular routine. 
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